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1. SUMMARY

On the morning of the 15th of July 2014 “MFV Molly’s Quest” departed Rosslare
Harbour with three crewmembers on-board to go razor fishing north of the
harbour. The weather conditions were good with light winds and a slight sea
state. After eight hours of fishing the vessel experienced minor mechanical
issues. Shortly after the mechanical issues were temporarily rectified, the vessel
began to heel excessively to port and sank. The crew abandoned ship and were
picked up a short time later by two other razor-fishing vessels operating in the
area. All hands were saved.

SUMMARY
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2. FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1. Vessel details 

Type: Half Decked Razor Fishing Vessel. 

Length: 9.18 metres (m).  

Beam: 3.04 (m).

Depth: 1.15 (m).

Hull Material: Steel. 

Motor: 44KW Ford D120.

Fuel Type: Diesel. 

Licence Type: Bi-Valve.

Code of Practice Issue Date: 24th June 2013.

Code of Practice Expiry Date: 24th June 2017.

Year of Build: 1985.

2.2. Vessel description 

2.2.1 The vessel is of steel construction with a forward wheelhouse and a raised fore deck.

2.2.2 The main deck is protected by low bulwarks with solid guardrails all around and three
freeing ports per side. 

2.2.3 The main pump engines are accessed by two steel hatches on the centre line of the main
deck. 

2.2.4 The wheelhouse is accessed from the main deck via a non-watertight door on the
starboard side just off centre line. 

2.2.5 The fishing gear comprises a hydraulic winch situated just aft of the wheelhouse that
controls a gantry for lifting the razor dredging cage and a large pump driven by an engine
housed under the deck just aft of the main engine. 

2.3. Safety Equipment

The vessel was fully compliant with the safety requirements of the Code of Practice for
the Design, Construction and Equipment of Small Fishing Vessels of less than 15 m Length
overall. 

2.4. Razor Fishing Operation (See Appendix 7.1).

FACTUAL INFORMATION
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3. NARRATIVE

3.1 At approximately 06.25 hrs, 15th of July 2014, the Skipper of the “MFV Molly’s Quest”
and his two crew arrived at the vessel. Following pre-trip preparations, the vessel
departed for the fishing grounds at 06.35 hrs where it commenced fishing. 

3.2 At approximately 16.30 hrs, whilst travelling in a northerly direction, the main engine
gear cable broke. The Skipper opened the engine cover and took the vessel out of gear. 

3.3 The Skipper returned to his post at the gantry winch, where the dredging cage had
been wound in, when the vessel turned sharply to port, heeled heavily and began to
take on water. 

3.4 The Skipper ordered his two crew to abandon ship and the vessel sank almost instantly. 

3.5 At about 16.35 hrs, two other razor boats arrived on scene and picked up the three
men from the water. The three men were taken to shore with no apparent signs of
injury and did not seek medical attention.
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4. ANALYSIS

4.1 The vessel was recovered on 19th of August 2014 by a local salvage firm
approximately 1.1 N.M. from the coast in approximately 4 m of water (See
Appendix 7.2 Chart of incident area) and placed on the hard on the west pier of
Rosslare Harbour (See Appendix 7.3 Photograph No. 1).

4.2 The hull was found to be generally in good condition, with no large impact marks
or obvious signs of cracks in welds. The steel coatings inside and outside were in
good condition (See Appendix 7.3 Photograph No. 2).

4.3 The rudder and propeller were both damaged, however the salvage company
confirmed that this was done during the recovery processes (See Appendix 7.3
Photograph No. 3).

4.4 The dredging cage was not aboard the vessel, however the salvage company
reported that another dive team had removed it in a previous attempt to recover
the vessel.

4.5 The vessel’s two deck hatches were found to have good seals and good securing
arrangements. However these securing arrangements were found to be undone on
both hatch covers (See Appendix 7.3 Photograph No. 4).

4.6 The wheelhouse door was no longer on the vessel, most probably lost during the
period that the vessel remained on the seabed or during salvage.

4.7 The wheelhouse itself was found to be structurally sound, however, the equipment
and console had all shifted, with much of it on the floor and in the forward
compartment. The portside wheelhouse window was found in the wheelhouse
space. The glass was unbroken, suggesting that it probably came out as a result of
hydrostatic pressure rather than impact from waves (See Appendix 7.3 Photograph
No. 5).

4.8 The main engine controls were found to be non-functional. While the throttle was
working, the lever could not select gear. Upon inspection, the gear cable was found
to be very stiff, probably broken mid line, making it very difficult to change the
gear selector position at the gearbox. After removing the gear cable from the
gearbox, the gear selector on the gearbox was found to travel easily between
gears. The functionality of the gearbox could not be tested, as the gearbox is
hydraulic and required oil pressure to function.

4.9 The engine seacocks and pump piping were found to be watertight with no sign of
damage (See Appendix 7.3 Photograph No. 6).

4.10 The dredge gantry appeared to be at least three to four years old as there were
several layers of paint on it (See Appendix 7.3 Photograph No. 7).
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4.11 The lifting cables for the dredging cage were found wound up on the winch reels
and the lifting cable had been disconnected from the cage (See Appendix 7.3
Photograph No. 8).

4.12 A study of the historic weather data showed that on the day of the incident the
weather was good with moderate to light winds, westerly to southwest in direction,
between Force three and four. This wind direction was offshore for the vessel’s area
of operation resulting in slight seas (See Appendix 7.4 Met Éireann Weather Report).

4.13 On the 8th of November 2014 the vessel was re-floated for a roll test. The vessel
was rolled in a lightships condition with the dredging cage re-attached. During the
test no water ingress was noted (See Appendix 7.5 Roll Test).

4.14 The Skipper and crew members were interviewed during the investigation and
stated that the vessel was travelling in a northerly direction on normal fishing
operations and in the process of lifting the dredging cage when the main engine
gear control cable broke. Shortly after the vessel was taken out of gear, the vessel
turned sharply to the west and began to heel heavily before it sank. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 The vessel had completed an inspection for the Code of Practice for the Design,
Construction and Equipment of Small Fishing Vessels of less than 15 m Length
overall on the 23rd of June 2013, approximately 13 months before the incident
(See Appendix 7.6 Code of Practice, Declaration of Compliance).

5.2 The vessel had been operated as a razor-dredging vessel for at least four years
before the incident and had remained largely unmodified over that period. This
is supported by the fact that the gantry had several seasons of paint applied to
it, and that there were no signs of fresh welding other than a minor repair on the
gantry cross beam. 

5.3 Using the roll test information, it was established that in lightships condition, the
vessel passed the Code of Practice requirements with a freeboard value of 230
mm. 

5.4 The roll test also demonstrated that the vessel’s hull was watertight, ruling out
the possibility that flooding led to a large free surface causing a sudden reduction
in stability. 

5.5 The dredging cage lifting cables were found rolled up on the winch, indicating
that the dredging cage was above the surface at the time of the incident and
therefore it could not have become fast on the seabed. 

5.6 Examination of the recovered vessel gave no evidence as to why the vessel
capsized. Interviews with the Skipper and crew could shed no further light to the
cause of capsize. The actual cause is therefore undetermined. 
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6. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 This report does not support any Safety Recommendations made in relation to this
incident. However, the MCIB notes the importance of complying with the Safety
Requirements in the Code of Practice.
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APPENDIX 7.1

Appendix 7.1  Razor Fishing Operation.

• Razor fish are a bi-valve species that live on sand seabeds. To remove them from their
habitat, commercial fishing operators pull a dredging cage arrangement over sandy
seabeds, usually in shallow water and close to land. 

• To increase the efficiency of the dredging cage, large amounts of seawater are
pumped into the sand just ahead of the dredging cage by means of large pump and
manifold arrangement on the forward end of the dredging cage. 

• During fishing operations, the dredging cage is lowered to the seabed from a gantry,
positioned on the stern on the vessel and usually towed from a towing point on the
transom of the boat using a towing line. 

• Typically, the dredging operation lasts between six to eight minutes at which time the
dredging cage is lifted using the gantry and winch. The contents of the cage are
unloaded onto the deck for sorting. During this procedure the dredging cage towing
line is taken aboard the vessel to remove the possibility of it becoming snagged on
the sea bed.
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Appendix 7.2  Chart of incident area.



Appendix 7.3 Photographs.

Photograph No. 1 - Vessel after recovery

Photograph No. 2 - Vessel after recovery

APPENDIX 7.3
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APPENDIX 7.3

Appendix 7.3 Photographs.

Photograph No. 3 - Showing damage to rudder and propeller

Photograph No. 4 - Showing hatch cover
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Appendix 7.3 Photographs.

Photograph No. 5 - Showing wheelhouse with missing window

Photograph No. 6 - Showing Dredging cage water pump

APPENDIX 7.3
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Appendix 7.3 Photographs.

Photograph No. 7 - Showing Gantry

Photograph No. 8 - Showing the Dredging cage lifting winch with lifting line wound up
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Appendix 7.4  Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.4  Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.4  Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.4  Met Éireann Weather Report.



Appendix 7.5  Roll Test Report.

APPENDIX 7.5
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Appendix 7.6  Code of Practice, Declaration of Compliance.



Appendix 7.6  Code of Practice, Declaration of Compliance.
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Appendix 7.6  Code of Practice, Declaration of Compliance.



Appendix 7.6  Code of Practice, Declaration of Compliance.
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Note: The name and contact details of the individual respondent have been 
obscured for privacy reasons.
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Correspondence 8.1  Rosslare Harbour Master and MCIB Response.

Good afternoon 
PLEASE FORWARD TO  

Your Ref: MCIB/12/239 
Thank you for the draft report issued on 9th April 2015. I attach below some 
comments. 
Razor clam fishing activity commenced in Rosslare Bay in 2010. 

About 20-25 boats are engaged in this activity. 
In July 2014 and Feb 2015 two separate incidents occurred where vessels 
engaged in this activity sank. 
Whilst this draft report addresses the first sinking, two sinkings in seven months 
is of concern. 
It is most disappointing that no cause of this sinking was determined [S5.6]. 

Is it within the remit of the investigation to examine probable causes and the 
human element when reacting to the loss of stability? 

Such an examination might create greater safety awareness afloat. 
I hope that the above comments are of assistance. 

Operations Manager¦Harbour Master¦Port Security Officer 
ROSSLARE EUROPORT 
Co. Wexford 
IRELAND. 

Twitter @HMRosslare 

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
response and makes
the following
comments.
It was not possible
to establish the
exact probable
cause of the
capsize.
Section 35 (1) of the
Merchant Shipping
(Investigation of
Marine Casualties)
Act 2000 states 
“The report of an
investigation into a
marine casualty
should record all
relevant findings of
the investigator
during the
investigation.” 
35(2) having regard
to section 25, if the
investigator
succeeds in
establishing the
cause or causes, or
probable cause or
causes, of the
marine casualty, the
report shall indicate
it or them.




